
LogWIN Premium
High Quality Log Boiler

wood

½ m Wood Gasification Boiler
Output Range: 13 to 50 kW

myComfort 
control app



Heat Your Home with Wood

Beneficial Advantages

Testimonials

Cost Effective & Environmentally Friendly Heating

Easy Combination with Other Heating Products
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Heat 
with
Vision
For more than 90 years, we have been keeping  
families and homes warm throughout Europe. After 
decades of experience, we are experts in creating  
environmentally friendly heating solutions. By providing 
reliable comfort for both today and tomorrow, our  
heating solutions prove that our knowledge is the  
foundation of low carbon technologies. Clients receive 
heating systems tailor made to suit their needs, which 
will provide reliable warmth in their homes for decades.    
 
We produce our high-quality boilers exclusively in 
Seekirchen am Wallersee, a small town near Salzburg, 
Austria. Our innovative products impress not only our 
customers, but also independent testing institutes, who 
regularly document our premium quality. All Windhager 
pellet boilers exceed European standards.



Safe,  
Convenient  
and Efficient

The LogWIN Premium was specifically developed to 
create an efficient and environmentally friendly way of 
heating with ½ metre logs. Thanks to the optional 
automatic ignition, there is no need for kindling. Simply 
add wood to enjoy the cosy warmth of your LogWIN 
Premium - it's that simple.

Heat Your Home  
with wood
No other wood gasification boiler can heat your  
home as conveniently as the LogWIN Premium. This 
innovative boiler is extremely robust and durable. To 
give you additional security, your boiler comes with a 
Windhager manufacturer warranty, along with a 
warranty covering the construction materials of the 
filling chamber for up to ten years.
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• Large stainless steel filling  
   chamber
•  Replenishment required 100  

times less per year
•  Combustion chamber not  

a wearing part

Applies to LogWIN Premium 250, 300, 360 and 500
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• Large stainless steel filling  
   chamber
•  Replenishment required 100  

times less per year
•  Combustion chamber not  

a wearing part

durable and Reliable – Guaranteed
The LogWIN Premium is practically indestructible.  
In contrast to typical wood gasification boilers, the 
filling chamber is particularly resistant and made of 
stainless steel. This feature creates immunity to acids 
released by wood gasification and permanently protects 
against rust. The patented combustion chamber is also  
exceptionally robust, and able to withstand enormous 
thermal and mechanical forces. We are so confident of 
this product's quality and durability that we provide a 
full warranty for up to five years, and a warranty         
covering the construction materials of the filling 
chamber for up to ten years. 

Unbeatable Convenience
No other wood gasification boiler makes environmentally 
friendly heating as convenient as the LogWIN Premium. 
Containing the largest filling chamber in its class, and 
thus requiring 100 fewer replenishments per year, the 
LogWIN Pemium saves you valuable time for other 
priorities. Since the opening to the filling chamber is up 
to a third larger than those of other wood gasification 
boilers, adding wood is much easier.   

The accumulated ash can be quickly and cleanly 
removed with the attachable ash pan.

Clean and Efficient
The LogWIN Premium uses Windhager's combustion 
technology, LambdaTherm, which has proven itself 
countless times. LambdaTherm consumes wood with 
cleanliness and efficiency, and uses up to fity percent 
less electricity than other boilers of a similar type. This 
robust wood gasification boiler adjusts its performance 
automatically to your heating requirements, saving you 
additional energy and money. In combination with the  
MESPLUS control, the LogWIN Premium has a stratified 
charge function which charges the buffer with heat, 
significantly extending the replenishment intervals.

The quantity of wood shown in this picture 
represents the amount required to fill 
the filling chamber of a LogwIN Premium 
(about 64 kilograms of beech wood).



COmBusTiOn CHAmBERAsH PAn
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• Rust-free 
• durable 
• Convenient 
• Reliable 
• Economical 

The large filling chamber of the LogWIN Premium 
saves customers valuable time. In comparison with 
other wood gasification boilers on the market, wood 
needs to be replenished about 100 times less  
frequently per year. In addition to ½ metre logs, the 
LogWIN Premium can be operated with ⅓ metre logs 
or briquettes.

The combustion chamber of the LogWIN Premium is made 
of resistant ceramic fire clay bricks that are capable of 
withstanding extremely high temperatures. The             
combustion chamber is not a wearing part, like in other 
wood gasification boilers, but is included in the guarantee.*

  LEss fREQUENT REPLENIsHmENT

REsIsTaNT ComBUsTIoN CHamBER

Beneficial  
advantages
You will be satisfied with every detail of your LogWIN 
Premium. Each component has been carefully designed 
and uses cutting edge technology. The following 
features continue to prove the advantages of a LogWIN 
Premium – top quality with maximum convenience.

With its LambdaTherm regulation system, the LogWIN 
Premium consistently burns wood efficiently and  
produces low emissions. Furthermore, this innovative  
combustion control system ensures that embers last for a 
longtime, and the boiler remains ready for operation.

BURNs EffICIENTLY

Satisfaction is 
in the Detail

sTAinlEss sTEEl inTERnAl WAll



With the MESPLUS stratified charge function, temperatures of up to 80 °C 
are transported to the heat accumulator in a controlled manner. No 
other additional installations are needed (sheet metal plates or switch 
valves, for example) and wood replenishment is less frequently required.

The large attachable ash pan for the LogWIN Premium ensures that 
your boiler room is kept clean.

CLEaN asH REmovaL

The optional automatic ignition allows the LogWIN Premium to ignite 
the wood automatically — immediately, if heat is required, or at a  
specified time. The automatic ignition provides a distinct advantage  
in comparison with other wood gasification boilers - kindling is no 
longer needed.

oPTIoNaL aUTomaTIC IGNITIoN

IdEaL TEmPERaTURE sTRaTIfICaTIoN

The internal wall (including the filling chamber) is made of 
high-quality stainless steel, making it particularly robust and 
long lasting. The filling chamber also comes with a guarantee.

sTaINLEss sTEEL dURaBILITY
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Picture of LogWIN Premium 180/185 to 300/305

* Terms and conditions apply



"My LogWIN Premium is not only more  
environmentally friendly than my old oil boiler, 
it is also more practical. I don't need to add 
wood nearly as often as my neighbours." 
Josef Eberharter, Hart im Zillertal, Austria

"We used to heat our 300-square-metre house 
with fossil fuels. Since we installed the LogWIN 
Premium, our heating costs have decreased by 
more than 70 percent! We are also pleased with 
the reliability of the wood boiler." 
Sigrid & Dieter Hilmes, Georgsmarienhütte, 
Germany
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Customer 
Testimonials
The LogWIN Premium provides a safe, convenient, and 
efficient operation. These three satisfied customers 
reveal their favourite features.

Heat with 
Vision

"I want my heating to work as long as  
possible without causing problems. The  
filling chamber made of stainless steel and 
the extended warranty gives me this security." 
Oskar Zimmermann, Triengen, Switzerland



Cost Effective & Environmentally 
friendly Heating
Heating with wood is economical, and also actively  
contributes to climate protection.

Studies have shown that heating with wood saves 
consumers financially, protects the environment, and  
is the most economical heating method. Wood is a 
renewable raw material and will be available long into 
the future from a sustainable source. In its lifetime, a 
tree absorbs the same amount of carbon as it emits 
when it burns. Therefore, heating with wood pellets is 
carbon neutral. 
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Wood is a renewable, natural, and  
raw material, which makes it an  
environmentally friendly alternative  
to oil or gas.

ECoNomICaL

Compared to the constantly rising  
prices of fossil fuels, wood is very  
inexpensive and stable in price.

LoCaL

Burning wood fuel is CO2 neutral  
and therefore protects the climate.

CLImaTE-fRIENdLY



Windhager 
System  
Technology

When it comes to heating, we are a partner on whom you 
can rely. Everything is available from a single source: 
besides from innovative heating solutions for all fuel types, 
we also offer components for heating systems. Thanks to 
Windhager‘s system technology, you can easily combine all 
of our different products. Because it is so simple to link the 
LogWIN Premium to solar thermal systems, underfloor 
heating, or other types of heat generators, you save both 
time and money.  Windhager‘s myComfort control app is 
especially practical and intelligent, too. Operating your 
heating system is child‘s play! No matter whether you‘re at 
home on the sofa, on holiday or at work, you can control 
your heating system remotely and also receive push 
messages on its status. The management of your heating 
has never been so simple and innovative and safe!

Easy Combination with  
other Heating Products
Complicated made simple – the LogWIN Premium can 
easily be combined with other heating elements.  

solarwIN
Flat plate solar collector

system distributor

mEsPLUs

user module(s)

LogwIN 
Premium
½ m wood  
gasification boiler

BiowIN 2 
Wood  
pellet boiler

accuwIN solar cascade
Two buffers with external  
fresh water module
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apple ios android

Controlling your heating 
system has never been 
easier with
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KR = boiler return 5/4" int. thr.
KV = boiler feed 5/4" int. thr.
TV = thermal valve sensor
SB = thermal safety device
E = discharge

All measurements in mm.

Technical  
data

All products available standard  
with left or right-hung doors!

1) Door catch right, 200 mm

Rear viewMinimum clearances – view from above
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 logWin Premium lWP 180 lWP 250 lWP 300 lWP 360 lWP 500

Rated thermal output range   kW 13–18 13–25 13–30 24–36 24–50

Filling chamber volume Litre 176 176 176 226 226
Beech/spruce kg 50/32 50/32 50/32 64/40 64/40

Boiler weight   kg 580 580 580 655 655

Minimum transport weight  kg 463 463 463 519 519

Installation dimensions 
 mm 640 x 1.020 x 1.520 695 x 1.020 x 1.520 W x D x H without cladding 

Flue gas connection
diameter mm 130 130 130 150 150

Electric power 
consumption (without
automatic ignition)

 W 47 53 58 60 66

1001)
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Your expert PARTNER

windhager.com

austria
Windhager Zentralheizung GmbH

Anton-Windhager-Straße 20 
A-5201 Seekirchen bei Salzburg

T. +43 (0) 6212 /23 41-0
F. +43 (0) 6212 /42 28

info@at.windhager.com

Germany
Windhager Zentralheizung GmbH 

Deutzring 2
D-86405 Meitingen bei Augsburg 

T. +49 (0) 82 71 / 80 56-0
F. +49 (0) 82 71 / 80 56-30
 info@de.windhager.com

switzerland
Windhager Zentralheizung Schweiz AG 

Industriestrasse 13
CH-6203 Sempach-Station

T. +41 (0) 41 /469 46 90
F. +41 (0) 41 /469 46 99

info@ch.windhager.com

france
Windhager Chauffage Central  

France S.A.S.
1, rue du Maire Georges Baruch 

Z.A.C. Nord du Rosenmeer
F-67560 Rosheim

T. +33 (0) 3 88 81 82 17
F. +33 (0) 3 88 95 81 85

info@fr.windhager.com

Italy
Windhager Italia S.R.L.

Via Ungheresca sud
I-31010 Mareno di Piave (TV)

T. +39 04 38 /49 91 43
F. +39 04 38 /49 78 84

info@windhager.it

United Kingdom
Windhager UK Ltd 

Tormarton Road
Marshfield 

South Gloucestershire, SN14 8SR 
T. +44 (0) 12 25 /89 22 11 
info@windhager.co.uk
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